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ABSTRACT
Analogous to the replacement of an old machine, such as a car, replacing an aged softwitre may contain
its escalating cost of maintenance. Prior research has assumed that increasing maintenance cost is due to
the deterioration of the system maintainability. However, cost of maintenance depends also on the number
of incoming maintenance requests. While software maintainability is determined by its complexity and
development environment, number of maintenance requests is affected by the business environment. This
distinction is significant in analyzing economic tradeoffs in software maintenance because replacement
improves system maintainability but will not affect the number of maintenance requests. Unlike
replacement of hardware, rewriting software takes an extended length of time, Thus, the old software
must still be maintained before the new software is ready. We develop an economic model that considers
the number of maintenance requests and the rewriting period explicitly. The model is an extension of
Gode, Barua, and Mukhopadhyay (1990), which assumes a constant number of maintenance requests and
instantaneous replacement. Our model allows us to draw some additional policy implications about
software inaintenatice aild replacement. For instance, we show that in certain situations delaying a system
replacement can be inore cost effective when the user environment changes more rapidly, contrary to our
intuition. Moreover, it is shown that rewriting should begin earlier when the instantane(,us replacement
assumption is relaxed.
1. INTRODUCTION and Thompkins 1978), and call them enhancements. Due
to rapidly changing business environments and user needs,
The cost of maintaining application software has been a system has to be continuously modified and enhanced.
rapidly increasing. It is currently estimated to comprise With frequent modifications and enhancements, the number
50% to 80% of the corporate software budgets in the of functions, control flows, and inter-module interactions in
United States (Banker, Datar, and Kemerer 1991; Gode, the system increase over time, leading to higher complexity.
Barua, and Mukhopadhyay 1990). This cost is enormous Moreover, these enhancements are normally not well
when the expenditure on software in the United States integrated in the overall design and not well documented,
alone is estimated at $100 billion. Despite this, economics leading to deteriorating system structure and poor maintain-of software maintenance has been a relatively neglected ability. As a result, the effort required for maintenancearea of research (Bakos and Kemerer 1992). As the trend increases sharply due to the degradation of the system
of increasing maintenance cost is likely to continue in the (Banker, et al. 1993; Gibson and Senn 1989; Jones 1989).
foreseeable future, it is important that more research effort Thus, there may exist a time when it is economicallybe directed at the study of the economics of software
maintenance and the analysis of means to control this huge justified to rewrite the system, which may result in theimprovement of system maintainability and hence theexpense.
reduction in the cost of maintenance over a planning
According to Swanson (1976), software maintenance can be horizon (Gode, Barua, Mukhopadhyay 1990). Swanson and
classified into 1) adaptive, 2) perfective, and 3) corrective Beath (1989) have found that replacement of old systems is
maintenance, In our study, we focus on adaptive and in fact a significant activity, thereby emphasizing the
perfective maintenance, which was estimated to occupy as importance of studying the economic ramifications of
high as 75 % of the maintenance work (Lientz, Swanson, software maintenance and replacement policies.
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Gode, Barua, Mukhopadhyay have analyzed the economic an incoming stream of maintenance requests from users.
tradeoffs involved in software replacement. They suggested The system maintainability deteriorates as more and more
that replacement of an aged software can be useful and modifications and enhancements are made on the system.
provided a model for determining the optimal rewriting At Ta, the application manager begins the development of a
point(s). They assumed that costs of maintenance are new system whose functionality is equivalent to the old
convex functions of the cumulative amount of maintenance system at T . This development is scheduled to end at TN,
done, measured in units of maintenance such as Function the time when the old system is withdrawn and the new
Points (see Albrecht and Gaffney [1983] for an introduction system is operational. Figure 2 shows the problem scenario
on function point measurements). They showed that the we wish to model here.
optimal rewriting time can be influenced by the initial size
of the system and the structuredness of the underlying In the following subsections, we describe the forces that
technologies of the old and new systems. This work is the determine the number of maintenance requests and the
first model to formally analyze the economic tradeoffs in effort per maintenance request. We then formulate the
software replacement. It provides us with managerial maintenance planning problem as a constrained non-linear
guidelines for the formulation of rewriting policies in terms optimization problem.
of system maintainability. The model, however, makes two
simplifying assumptions. First, it assumes that the number
of incoming maintenance requests is uniform over time. 2.1 Business-Related Factor: Number
Second, the replacement of software is assumed to occur of Maintenance Requests
instantaneously. We relax both assumptions in this paper.
The number of incoming maintenance requests is driven by
The maintenance effort of an application at a particular how rapidly a business environment changes (Marlin and
time is the product of the number of maintenance requests McClure 1983). As business scenarios change, the applica-
and the effort needed per maintenance request. Figure 1 tion must be modified or enhanced. These changes give
shows that the number of maintenance request is a busi- rise to requests for maintenance over time. A more fluid
ness-related factor while the effort per maintenance request environment will generate a higher number of requests and
is a system-related factor. An important implication of this hence require a higher cumulative effort for maintenance.
observation is that rewriting the system affects only the Note that the number of maintenance requests is indepen-
maintenance effort per request but does not alter the pattern dent of the system maintainability. Let m(t) be the number
of the maintenance requests. In addition, we can now study of maintenance requests at time t. One way to represent
the impact of the pattern of maintenance requests on the growth of a variable commonly used in economic
software replacement policies. analysis is to represent the number of maintenance requests
at time t as
Rewriting a complex application can take an extended
length of time. During rewriting, the old system must still
m(t) = m(0)20' (2.1)
be maintained. Depending on the software development
methodology (Davis, Bersoff, and Comer 1988), the design where m(0) is the number of maintenance requests at the
specification of the new system may also lag the current time the system first becomes operational and 6>O i s the
user needs. These additional costs must be incorporated in logarithmic rate of growth (see Figure 3).
a comprehensive model that considers the rewriting period
explicitly. Note that these parameters can be estimated reliably by
regression analysis with data relating to the distribution of
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section maintenance requests over time. A high m(0) implies a
2 describes the model framework; section 3 considers large user base. A high 6 reflects a volatile business
instantaneous replacement; section 4 examines the impact environment in which system requirements increase rapidly
of a finite rewriting period; section 5 discusses the results with time. A low 6 depicts a stable environment. It is
and suggests future research directions. important to note that replacement does not alter the num-
ber of maintenance requests over time. The replacement,
however, will improve the system maintainability which in
2. MODEL FRAMEWORK turn lowers the maintenance effort per request (described
below). In this paper, we assume that all maintenance
We consider the cumulative maintenance effort of an requests are fulfilled (that is, we have no backlog of re-
independent application over a planning horizon L The guests.) We discuss how capturing the number of mainte-
planning horizon starts at the time when the application is nance requests can open up new research opportunities in
operational and ends at the time when it is obsolete: It is modeling backlogs in a loaded information system depart-
assumed that the application manager receives and fulfills ment in section 5.
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2.2 System-Related Factor: Effort That is, the total effort required for maintaining the new
Per Maintenance Request system is the integral sum of all the effort required for
fulfilling all the maintenance requests from the time the
The effort per maintenance request is a function of the design specification is "frozen" up to the end of the plan-
system maintainability. Similar to Gode, Barua, and ning horizon, T. Two points to note: First, the mainte-
Mukhopadhyay, we assume that system maintainability is nance period for the new system is T - TR instead of T - Tw.
directly related to the cumulative number of maintenance This is to account for any enhancement requests that arrive
jobs that have been performed on the system. The cumula- during the rewriting period. Second, the number of mainte-
tive number of maintenance jobs at time L M(t), is the nance requests at TR is equal to m(TR) and not m(0) because
integral sum of the number of maintenance requests during it is not affected by the rewriting and system maintain-
the interval [0, t]. That is, ability.
M(,) = ./im(t)'*. The third effort to be expensed is the rewriting effort for
the new system. A general formulation of this effort is
If m(t) is exponential (see above), M(0 can be expressed as I.(TN - TR), (2.5)
M(t) = 2(9)(28'- 1). (2.2) where L is the size of the development team that is em-
8 ployed to rewrite the system. The rewriting effort is related
to the complexity of the old system at the time of rewriting.
Let ho(.) and 4(,) be the effort required for a maintenance The complexity of a system is usually expressed in terms
job on the old and new systems respectively. If the system of the total number of Function Points the system has
is rewritten with the same technology, then U.) equals ho(.) (Albrecht and Gaffney 1983). The complexity of the old
if their system maintainability is identical. If the system is system at time T is the sum of the original complexity of
rewritten with a superior technology that improves system the system, 0o (when it was first installed) and the added
maintainability, then /4(.) is smaller than ho(.). complexity due to maintenance. The added complexity is
dependent on the complexity of each maintenance request
over the planning horizon. If average complexity of a
2.3 The Maintenance Planning Problem maintenance request is 0 , then the complexity of the
application at time t, F(M(0) is given by
During the planning horizon, three types of effort are
F(M(r)) = 00 + 0*MOO. (2.6)expensed. First, effort is needed to maintain the old sys-
tem. The total effort required for the maintenance of the
old system is We conceptualize system development as a Function Point
production process (Banker, Datar, and Kemerer 1991).
f/m{Oh,(Mff))dt. (2.3) The number of Function Points produced per period is a
log-linear form of the development team size, i.e., moI.'°'.
(oo measures the structuredness of the development technol-
That is, the total effort required for maintaining the old ogy used and (o, measures the productivity of the rewriting
system is the sum of all the effort required for fulfilling all team. A high (too implies a highly structured development
the maintenance requests from the time the old system technology. A high 0, implies a rewriting team whose
starts operating to the time at which the old system is members are very experienced and are familiar with the
withdrawn. system under maintenance. In most situations, mi < 1,
which implies a diminishing return to labor input. Since
Second, effort is needed to maintain the new system. the rewriting period is (TN . TR)' we have
Similarly, the total effort required for maintenance of the
new system is F(M(TO) = wol*(Tw - TR). (2.7)
fr m(t)hlM(t) - M(ToRit orJ TR
The total cumulative effort of maintaining the application
f -4 mt,+T@h,;MD+TR)-M<T dL
(2.4)
over the planning horizon T, E(TR,TN)' is the sum of the
three components, (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5):
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significant fixed effort is needed to fulfill a maintenance
ECT,T - fo» m(AhjM(S,it + request. This fixed effort may consist of a rigorous deci-(2.8)
IT-TE sion-making process, elaborate documentation, and standard
m(t+TR)h„(M(L+TR)-M(T,))dr + UTN - T,) trial runs using real data. This extra "preventive" effort
(Martin and McClure 1983) results in a slower rate Of
increase in maintenance effort with respect to the cumu-
Thus, the optimization problem is lative number of maintenance requests. We approximate
this environment with a linear function.
[G] Tmi N E(TrTW
(2.9) 3.1 Case 1: The Log-Linear Case
subject to F(M(TR)) = 6)0L 1 (TA' - TR),
The log-linear assumption may be suitable for modeling
and TR<= TN. some traditional system environments. First, it is appropri-
ate to describe a system that had been developed with old
In Section 3, we solve problem [G] with e, = 1. mi = 1 or unstructured technology, such as COBOL. This usually
implies that there is no penalty associated with compressing leads to a rapid increase in the effort for maintenance since
the rewriting schedule. The optimal replacement policies the system maintainability deteriorates significantly as
suggest that, in this case, instantaneous replacement is modifications and enhancements are performed on the
optimal, an assumption of the Gode, Barua, and Mukho- system. The next suitable environment is one in which
padhyay model. This allows us to compare our results with there is little or no documentation done. An outdated
theirs. In SeeliOn 4, we solve the problem [G] with the size documentation implies a greater effort for new maintenance
of the rewriting team kept fixed. This enables us to inves- requests since the programmers must examine the codes to
ligate the ilnpact of a finite rewriting period. resolve any inconsistencies. This extra effort rises rapidly
as the system becomes more complicated and the documen-
tation more outdated.
3. INSTANTANEOUS REPLACEMENT
In the log-linear case, /0 and hu take the following forms:
If et = 1, it can be shown that rewriting effort is
(1/too)F(M(T,q)) and the total cumulative effort over the h (M(r)) = aI, M(Ont, (3.3)
planning horizon is given by
ECTJFTN)-  im(t)ho(M(t))dt + (3.4)




a'M and a° measure the structuredness of the underlying
technology for the old and new systems respectively. A
The optimization problem is high aM means that the structuredness of the maintenance
environment is poor. 13'M and [3¤M reflect the productivities
[Gl]
T WN ECT .
TN) of the maintenance team for the old and new systems
(3.2) respectively. A higher 13 means a less productive mainte-
subject to TR <= Tr
nance team.2
Solving problem [Gl], we obtain the following proposition:
We consider two maintenance scenarios. The first scenario
represents an environment where there is little fixed effort Proposition 1. If 6 < ln( %, + 1)/T. solution to [Gl] exists
needed for carrying out the maintenance job. However, the and is unique. At optimal T'R = l'N and T'R is character-
variable maintenance effort needed grows rapidly with the ized by
cumulative number of maintenance requests so that a log-
linear function is an appropriate assumption. This is the a:, [£8TiMIT - 7;) Ni = a;, M(*05 + 21 (3.5)
common assumption found in the previous literature wo
(Boehm 1981; Gode, Barua, and Mukhopadhyay 1990).
The second scenario depicts an environment where a Proof. See the appendix.
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Note that the optimal policies prescribe an instantaneous opment technology, the later can the replacement be
replacement if (01 = 1. Based on the above proposition, we delayed. The result implies that the system manager
derive several managerial insights relating the optimal must start rewriting earlier if an existing and inferior
replacement policy to the business and system development technology is used in preference to a costly and
environment, as depicted in Figures 4a through 4f. The superior technology. The cost of a superior technology
first three are new insights: the first relates to the rate of can then be assessed against its potential savings in the
growth of number of maintenance requests, the second to cumulative effort of maintenance over a planning
the initial system size, and the third to the average com- horizon. Thus, a lack of advanced tools implies an
plexity of maintenance request. The last three results are earlier rewriting time.
consistent with those of Gode, Barua, and Mukhopadhyay.
See the appendix for proofs of these managerial implica- 5. T'R decreases when the structuredness of the new
tionS. technology is more superior or the structuredness of
the old technology is more inferior (i.e., a decrease in
1. T'R increases with the rate of growth of number of a'M or an increase in ot'M·) A lower a'M or a higher
maintenance requests (6). That is, the more volatile ct°M implies a better new technology that reduces the
the business environment is, the later should the old effort required for each maintenance request for the
system be replaced. This observation implies that new system. This means that a system manager shouldreplacement should be done later in a business environ- consider replacing the system earlier if it has been
ment in which user needs change rapidly with time. decided that a superior technology will be adopted fur
This result seems counter-intuitive: in order to reduce the new system,
the escalating maintenance effort of the old system,
one may expect to replace the old system earlier to 6. T'R decreases when the maintenance team for new
improve its rapidly deteriorating system maintain- system is more productive or tile maintenance team forability. The result can be understood better if we the old system is less productive (i.e., a decrease incompare a stationary and a changing environment.
13%, or an increase in f)'M.) A lower B'M or a higher
Compared to the stationary environment, the changing B°M, implies a more productive maintenance team forenvironment has more maintenance jobs to be done in
the new system. This is the case if the staff assignedthe later part of the planning horizon. That is, the to maintaining the new system is familiar with thesystem maintainability will deteriorate more dramati-
technology used for rewriting the new systein. In thiscally and the effort per maintenance request will be
case, the maintenance team is likely to be composed ofhigher during that period. This higher effort per
the staff who are also involved in developing the newrequest "pulls" the replacement timing to a later date
system. This would i,nply less learning overhead andso that the effort per request of the old and new sys-
tems are more "balanced."i consequently better productivity. Thus, replacement
can start earlier if the system manager decides to
organize the IS staff according to application systems2. T'R is independent of the initial system size (00). This
(Swanson and Beath 1989) in contrast to, say, sepa-result is in contrary to that of Gode, Bania, and Muk-
rating the staff into development and maintenancehopadhyay. They found that the operational life of a
lealns.system decreases with an increase in the initial system
size. Our model reveals that the initial system size
represents a "fixed" effort required for rewriting if a
constant return to labor input is assumed (i.e., coi = 1). 3.2 Case 2: The Linear Case
We shall show in section 4 that, if there is diminishing
return to labor input (oot < 1), T'R decreases with the The linear case assumes that the programmer effort is
initial system size. constant to scale. This may describe a situation in which
the IS staff is organized according to application skills.
3. f R decreases with the average complexity of mainte- That is, an IS staff responsible for the development of a
nance request (Gm)· That is, the greater the average system will also be responsible for its maintenance. Thus,
complexity, the earlier should the system be replaced. the maintenance staff will be very familiar with the system
This is because an increase in Gm implies an increase in such that little: overhead (such as understanding codes) is
F(M(7'1)) and thus an increase in the marginal re- incurred for each maintenance request. The linear functions
writing effort with respect to TR. Thus, the system are also suitable for modeling a stringent, well-controlled
should be replaced earlier to reduce this effort. system development environment. In such an environment,
each maintenance request is subjected to a rigorous ap-
4. T'R increases with the productivity of the development proval process, documentation, and testing. We assume the
technology (ao). That is, the more superior the devel- following functional forms for h. and hn.
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Optimal timing to Optimal timing to
start rewriting (Th) start rewriting (TA)
h h
. I
Rate of growth of number of Initial size of the system (00)
maintenance request(6)
(a) (b)
Optimal timing to Optimal timing to
start rewriting (TA) start rewriting (T&)
A h
Ir ./
Average complexity of a Superiority ot
maintenance request (em) development technology (mo)
(c) (d)
Optimal timing to Optimal timing to
start rewriting (TR) start rewriting (Th)
h A
. I
Structuredness of the Productivity of the team
technology of the new system(1/a ) maintaining the new system(1/A)
(e) (f)
Optimal timing to Optimal timing to
start rewriting (11) start rewriting (TR)
A A
.
Inferiority of the technology Inferiority of the technology
of the old system (fm & *) of the new system ( K & \4)
(g) (h)
Figure 4. Implications for Software Replacement when (01 = 1
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advantage of the savings in effort that the new technology(3.6)
offers.
4. IMPACT OF FINITE REWRITING PERIOD
h„(M(t)) =F + Of(r). (3.7)
We consider another case of the general problem [G],
where the firm is constrained by limited programming
resources. This is found to be common in most informa-
FM and PM measure the fixed effort required for each tion system departments (Swanson and Beath 1989). In
maintenance request for the old and new systems respec- particular, we consider the case where the size of develop-
tively. Note that this component of the maintenance effort ment team is fixed at 4. If L = 4, it can be shown that
is independent of the system maintainability. A high FM or the total cumulative effort over the planning horizon is
PM means a tight control over the maintenance process. given by
For instance, each maintenance request may be subjected to
a standard approval process, paper work, and testing proce- ECTIT@ = r mit*JM(mdt +
dures. F'M and FDM can be different because a more (4.1)
1-4superior technology can reduce the fixed effort through FCM(T:))LR
some semi-automatic assistance. V'M and V°M are the .1 -4„:(t+Tph.(M«+Tp-M(TE)# +
Woconstants of proportionality for the variable part of the
maintenance effort for the old and new systems respec-
tively. They are similar to the a's in the log-linear case in The optimization problem is
that they measure the structuredness of the maintenance
technology. [G21  ECT.*TN)
(4.2)
Solving the minimization problem [Gl] gives us the fol- F(M(TR))subject to TN=TR+lowing proposition: . Wl
looLR
Proposition 2. If F < em/{00 and 6 < (in 2)/r, solution to
[Gl] exists and is unique. At optimal, T'R = T.N and TR is We derive the optimal software replacement policies with
characterized by respect to the time at which rewriting starts, TR, and the
time at which rewriting finishes, Tw. Similarly we will
o m( v;(.87·_08% + F = consider both the log-linear and the linear case.
(3.8)
m(0)V af
8 (e g-1) + F + 21.
Case 3. Log-Linear Case
Solving [62], we have the following proposition concerning
TR and TN:Proof. See the appendix.
Proposition 3. If 6 < 111([3%1+1)/T, solution to [62] exists
The above proposition also suggests that 'I'R is independent and is unique. At optimal, T'R and YN are uniquely char-
of the initial system size (00. It decreases with the average acterized by
complexity of maintenance requests (GJ and increases with
the rate of growth of number of maintenance requests (6)
a: 1.Ao)(e.r - c)'i)1': =and the structuredness of the development technology (coo).
In addition, it yields two managerial insights depicted in (4.3)
Figures 4g and 4h (see the appendix for prooO. These in- aw M(T;)0: 08(4-* 1 + ...82 m(T;) + -21£.: *'1.
sights are consistent with those of Gode, Barua, and Muk- w L;1 wo
hopadhyay. Figures 4g and 4h show that T*R decreases
with PM and V'M, and increases with PM and V8M· That is,
the more inferior the old technology is compared to the
new, the earlier we want to replace the system to take Proof. See the appendix.
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Case 4. Linear Case. replacement. They assume that the main determinant of the
rising maintenance cost is the system maintainability and
Solving [G2], we have the following proposition concerning that system replacement is instantaneous. We relax both
TR and TN: assumptions. We have made a contribution by providing a
much more realistic model. Our model incorporates the
Proposition 4. If F , < (L 1-mlem)/coo and 6 < (ln 2)/T, "user-side" of the software maintenance problem. We
solution to [62] exists and is unique. At optimal, 7'R and show that it can be optimal to delay the replacement of the
T'N are uniquely determined by old system if the business environment changes rapidly.
Our model also considers the impact of a finite rewritingI m(O)4 . 7
period. We show that an instantaneous replacement is only
8
(4.4) optimal when we have a constant return to scale in devel-
opment and an ample development capacity. When these
[ e,Lk 1 5 conditions do not hold. some of the insights derived must
be modified accordingly. For instance, the initial system
size which does not influence the optimal time to replace in
Proof. See the appendix. the former case is found important in the latter case. Our
model yields the following managerial implications:
Similar ins;ights can be obtained with respect to eap 4, Ot'Mi
OL'M' VM, 13'M, FM, FL, V'M, and VBM. In addition, Proposi- 1. Delay replacement if the rate ofgrowth of the number
tions 3 atid 4 suggest the following (see Figure 5): of requests is high. This insight suggests that IS
organizations must consider not only present but also
1. T'R increases with productivity of the rewriting team future patterns of maintenance requests when deciding
(cot). That is, with a inore productive rewriting team, on a timing for software replacement. Assuming a
the finn cati afford to postpotie the rewriting to a later constant pattern of requests might lead to a suboptimal
date. Note that our T'R is smaller than that predicted replacement decision. For instance, if the rate of
by the model given by Gode, Barua, and Mukho- growth is positive but is assumed to be zero, this will
padhyay since they assume o), = 1. lead to an earlier replacement. Consequently, the
cumulative maintenance efforts will be higher because
2. T'R decreases with the initial system size (00. This the new system will undergo many changes and be-
result is consistent with that of Gode, Barua, and come hard to maintain at the end of the planning
Mukhopadhyay. However, our analysis suggests that horizon. A long-term perspective that examines users'
this result is only valid when there is a finite rewriting future needs is needed for minimizing such bias.
period (see implication 2 from Proposition 1).
2. Assign the most experienced stajj to rewriting. We
3. The rewriting period (T'N . T'R) decreases when the have shown that, if there is a constant return to scale,
new technology is more superior (a smaller a"M or PM the rewriting period diminishes. To reduce the dupli-
or V"„). During rewriting, maintenance efforts must cation of maintenance during rewriting, an IS organiza-
still be spent to fulfill maintenance requests for the old tion should assign a productive team to rewriting:
systein in addition to keeping the new system current This can be achieved by composing a team of staff
This result implies that a better technology will not who are experienced in using tile tools and technology
only reduce the maintenance efforts for the new system chosen for the development and familiar with the
over the planning horizon but also decrease the dupli- system.
cation of maintenance during rewriting.
3. Train the maintenance team with the new technology.
4. The rewriting period (T'N - T'R) decreases when the We have shown that the rewriting period decreases if
Inaintenance team for the new system is more produc- the new technology is more superior and increases if
tive (a smaller 13°M). This shortening of the rewriting the maintenance team for the new system is less pro-
period will again reduce the maintenance effort for the ductive. Therefore, if a superior new technology is not
new system over the planning horizon and the duplica- accompanied by a productive maintenance team, the
tion of maiIitenatice. rewriting period may not decrease. This is because the
potential decrease in rewriting period due to the superi-
ority of the technology will be offset by the increase in
5. DISCUSSION rewriting period due to the lower productivity of the
maintenance team. To reduce length of rewriting, it is
Gode, Barua, and Mukhopadhyay provide the first attempt important that the maintenance team be familiar with
' to formally analyze the economic tradeoffs in software the new technology and be able to fully exploit it.
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Optimal timing to Optimal timing tostart rewriting (TA) stalt rewriting (fa)
A A
.Productivity of development team Initial system size (80)
assigned to rewriting the system(coi)
(a) (b)
Optimal rewriting Optimal rewriting
Period (TA - TA) Period (Tit - 11,)
A A
Superiority of the new technology Productivity of the team
(110&, 1/FA & 1/V&) maintaining the new syster,11/13 )
(c) (d)
Figure 5. Implications for Software Replacement When There is a Finite Rewriting Period
Our model also opens up several new research possibilities. more general model for the economics of software
maintenance should adopt a broader perspective of
1. Study the effect of maintenance backlogs. Our analysis SDLC and determine the interactions between develop-
has assumed that all maintenance requests are fulfilled. ment and maintenance.
In many situations where the maintenance team size is
relatively small compared to the size of the user base, 3. Evaluate different policies for assignment of mainte-
not all of the maintenance requests can be satisfied. nance stt# Swanson and Beath have reported three
Some maintenance requests must be shelved for more different ways in which an IS deparunent organize its
urgent ones. B y breaking the maintenance request staff: by skills (staff is divided into system analysts
function, m(t), into fulfilled and unfulfilled requests and programmers), by applications (staff is divided
and assigning a penalty cost to each unfulfilled request according to applications) and by life-cycle (staff is
we can study how the software replacement policy will divided into development and maintenance teams). We
be affected by the amount of backlogs. hypothesize that different staff organizations ilnply
different levels of maintenance productivity. These
2. Adopt a software development life cycle (SDLC) per- differences are captured in our model via dif'ferent
spective. We have modeled the maintenance phase of BM's. Consequently, the overall maintenance effort and
the SDLC. However, it is well recognized that the replacement policies could be different. By collecting
amount of effort required for maintaining software is empirical data relating maintenance effort to staff
related to how well the system has been developed and organizations, we can determine the values of BM's and
tested in the earlier phases of the SDLC. Therefore, a the merits of each organization.
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Appendix
Claim: If wi = 1, then the rewriting effort is directly proportional to the complexity of the old system and is given by
*F(M(TR))'
FCM(TR)) )  and the rewriting effort L(TN _ TR) =Proof: Since F(M(TR)) = wo Lwl (TN _ TR)' therefore L =  w,ZTN-TR))
 FCM(TR))   (TN _ TR)1-*. Thus, when wi = 1, L(TN - TR) -  F(M(TR))·W0
Lemma 1: Let the functions It (t), h (t), 9(t) be defined in the interval O s t s T and
1, 9(t2) 2 9(tl) for 0 5 11 S t2 S T;
2. A (12) 6 fi (ti) for 0 5 21 5 12 5 T;
3. /2(12) 5 h(tl) for 05 ti S tg 5 T;
4. 11(t) < h(t) for O s t s T.
If 11(Ti) - 9(Ti) and 12(T,) = 9(T,h then Ti < 7,2.
Proof: By contradiction.
Assurne 12 5 Ti, i.e. 'G =Ti -6 for some 6 2 0. Then /2(lb)=6(Tl -6)=0/1-6)1 *Ti)= 31(Ta). Therefore, we have
fi (Ti )212(Tl -6) > /1 (Tl -6) which contradicts the monotonic non-increasing property of fi (t). Therefore the
assumption T, 5 Tl is not valid and Ti < 72.
Lemma 2: Let the functions 91 (t),92(t), /(t) be defined in the interval O s t s T and
1. 1(*2) 5 f(tl) for 0 5 tl S t, 5 T;
2. gi (te) 2 91(ti) for 0 5 21 5 t2 ST;
3. 92(t2) 2 92(ti) for 0 5 11 5 12 5 T;
4. gi(t) < 92(t) for O s t s T.
If 91 (Ti ) = f (Ti ) and 92 (T21 - f(T,), then Ti > Tb.
Proof: By contradiction.
Assume 72 2 Ti, i.e. T, = Ti + 6 for some 6 2 0. Then 92(Ti)=92(Tita)=1(T:+8)5/(Ti)=91(Ti). Therefore, we have
91(Ti) 2 92(Ti + 6) > 91(Ti + 6) which contradicts the monotonic non-decreasing property of gl (t). Therefore the
assumption T2 2 Ti is not valid and Ti > T2.
Proposition 1. If 6 < 1'(B¥+1) , solution to [Gl] exists and is unique. At optimal T; = T; and T; is characterized by:
cizf [e#TAM(T - TA)] B ' = ixt,M(TA)'L + 02.
(5.1)
WO
Proof.The cumulative effort of maintenance can be easily shown to be:
ECTR, TN) = aM.   TN]BE'+1 + [e' («,TR ' A '1- TR))B  1    .(00 GmM(TR)).
Since
82£(TN, TR) = L /3 ,M(TN)WM-lm(0)2026"N + oMM(TN)#i'm(0)6 > 0,
aT1





If 6 < 1'(9+1 then 6 < In 5*11), or 67' < ln(B +1)+6TR, i.e. eaT < (BI, +1)261'R, which implies that 82E %,TR) )R
0. Therefore the function ECTN, TR) is convex in TN and TR (see Chan, Chung and Ho 1994, for the proof of a more
realistic senario).
kt 7 be a Lagrangean multiplier and LIE(TR, TN)'7) - E(TR, TN) t 7(TR - TN) be the Lagrangean function, if
ECTN, TR) is convex in TR and TN, the solution to [Gl] exists and is unique. Let T4 € (0, T) and T; be the unique
solution to [Gl]. The Kuhn-Tucker Conditions are
aL· M(TA)'6(40)•67'N)-7 = 0, (5.2)
_o,b[,N M(T - TA)] #4 m(0)e6TA + Sm(O)e'TA + 7 = 0
(5.3)
WO
7(TA -Th) = 0, (5.4)
7 2 0 (5.5)
Since aL · M(T,&)'I, (m(0)607'i) > 0, therefore, from (5.2),7 > 0 and from (5·4), T = Th, Rearranging terms in (5.2)
and (5.3), we have
aL ' M(TA)BE'(m(0)681'A) = 7 (5.6)
and
QQ I*TA I M(T-TA)] "b m(0)e6TA = emm(0)eaTA + 7,
(5.7)
Substituting (5.6) into (5.7) and simplifying, we obtain the required optimality condition.
Implication 1.1: TA increases with 6 when T4 < -35 and decreases with 6 when T > · 51.
Proof: Differentiate the optimality condition given in Proposition 1 with respect to 6, we have
£'AMBI,  m 91(66T- (6TA) BM -1  - E !1((6T- 66T; ) + m 01(Teat _ TAeaTA)- m(O)e0TA d   
- al,BL [*(.,TA - 1)1'1,_ I_  0] (.'TA- 1) + *(TA,'rA)+-(O)•'TA l i
r Rearranging terms and simplifying, we obtain
a;,B  *(ear - e,TA) B;4 -1 + 4/% [*(/TA - 1) M'-1 }m(0)''TAg
QI,2]:r  111 91 (e0T - £0TA ) BI' -1 m 1  (Te8T _ TA/T; ) _  ((6T - eaTA ) 
+01*BX, [*(«,TA -1)]#1'-1 * [ (e,TA - 1)-TA«'TA .
i An extensive numerical simulation experiment shows that TA is less than * when the new technol-
, ogy is superior than the old technology.
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Let M =
min <crnM  [!! 1(e&T - ebT;   B -1 2  , c' 0 ,  1  (eaTA - 1) *M -1 2*1 .
Since both terms are posi.
tive, therefore M>0 and
> M  (Te'T- TAe#TA) -  (e,T- e,TA ) + 7(e'TA - 1)- 3, Ae'TA 
Using linear approximations for eaT and esTA when 6T and 6TA are small, we have
<«rnMB C  m  )(«&T - «STA) 04 -1 t oAMBL [*(e'TA - 1) Bid -1  m(0)('TA fid6
> M [T(1 + BT)-TA(1 + 6TA)-(T-TA) + TA -TA(1 + 6TA)]=M6[1'2 -2TA'] ,
Therefore
9>0 f- TA < & and f    <0 for TA > ·
Implication 1.2: T4 is independent of Bo.
Proof: It follows directly because the expression for T4 does not involve 80.
Implication 1.3: T4 decreases with Bm.
Proof: Let /(TR) = 01 [1*1(e#T - e#TR)  84, 91(TR) - aLM(TR)4 + lr, and 92(TR) = aLM(TR) + be
defined on the interval [0, T] with 0 < #mt < 42 and 91 (TA) = f (TA), 92(TA.) = f(TA'). It can be seen that J (TR) is
monotonic non-increasing and both 91(TR) and 92(TR) are monotonic non-decreasing in the interval [O, T]. For all TR in
the interval (O, T), 92(TR) - 91(TR) - it(42 - 41) > 0 for wo > 0. By Lemma 2, T < TA.
Implication 1.4: TA increases with wo.
Proof: I,et /(TR) = a;' [4!1(66T - e&TR)],rf, gl(TR) = a ,M(TE)BI' + *-, and 92(TR) = aLM(TR)*L + *; be
defined on the interval [O, T] with woj > woi > 0 and 91 (TA) = f (TA), 92(TA') - f(TA'). Since J (TR) is monotonic
non-increasing and 91 (TR), 92(TR) are monotonic non-decreasing in (0, T) and 02(TR) - 91 (TR) = I. C=t - Dt) < 0, by
Lemma 2, we have T ' > TA.
Implication 1.5: T4 decreases with a decrease in cr f·
Proof:. Let 9(TR) = oI,111(TR)1'X, -1. 1':·, i 1 (TR) = aXj  In§91(®ST - eSTR )] *Af, and ./2 (TR) = a 2 [2!pl (ed T - e#TR )] 'r'
be defined on the interval [O,T] with 0 < c¥ < a . If /1 (TA) = 9(TA) and h(TA') = 9(TA.), then 9(TR) is
monotonic non-decleasing, h (TR) and h (TR) are monotonic non-increasing in (0, T). h (TR) - h (TR) = Coxt -
Q ) [ml°)((#T - ebTA )11% <0· By Lemma 1, Tr < TA.
Implication 1.6: TA decreases with a decrease in B .
Proof: Let 9(TR) = aX,M(TR)*M+ 7, h(TR) = 0 [ (e67' - e,TR ) BEJ, and 12(TR) = aL [23§21(e'T - e67'R )]PM
be defined on the interval [O, T] with 0 < BKi < /3 . If 11(TA) = 9(TA) and /2(T ) - 9(TA')' Note that g(TR) is
monotonic non-decreasing, fl (TR) and h (TR) are monotonic non-increasing in (0, T). In addition, 12(TR) - h (TR) =
crif < [mpl Ce,T - 6.TR)] B - [mpl (ear - e,TR ) BW  < 0. By Lemma l, T <TA.
Proposition 2. If FZ < ET- and 6 < l¥, solution to [Gl] exists and is unique. At optimal, T . T; and TA is
characterized by:
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mAVA 1T_ 69) 4- FA = m(O)V-4 67
. 8
(e R -1) + FL + -m. (5.8)
6 6
Proof. It can be easily shown that cumulative maintenance effort is given by
E(TR, TN) =  m(0 F _ m(O Vff)(.6,"-1)+m(r (62'T"-1)
I m(o FI C (eaT - eaTR ) + m(02)622Vt; (eaT - e6TR )2 +  I  00 t m(( Grn e&TR _ mf }fl .
Since
82£(TN,TR) = n:(0),1; 66'T,v + m(0)21(&(26'67»- e#TN)> 0,
Br1





If FI; < 1: then ( - FIi) > 0. Also if 6 < |*, then 6 < 14#R or edT < 2ebTR. Therefore '8126'TE) > 0. Hence,R
E(TN, TR) is convex in TN and TR (see Chan, Chung and Ho 1994, for the proof of a more realistic senario).
Let LCE(TR, TN)) = ECTR, TN) + 7(TR - TN) be the Lagrangean. Provided E(TR,TN) is convex in TR and TN, the
optimal solution to [Gl] exists and is unique. Let TA € (0, T) and T; be the unique solution to [Gl]. The K-T conditions
are:
(m(O)Ff, - m(0)21/I& 6(02.4 + m(O)'V.4
26(26:r.. (5.9)
< 6 6 262
m(O F (-66.TA ) + m(02 22V . 2(e'T - C.TA)(-6/TA ) + m( em ebrA +7 = 0,
(5.10)
*TA -TA) = 0, (5.11)
7>0. (5.12)
LFrom (5.9), we have:
m(O)FLen';  m(0 VM (02'TN - 061&) I 7 > 0.
(5.13)
LFrom (5.11), TA=T . Rearranging (5.10) gives
m(O)F le•T;t -Co)V.('af_.eaT; )eSTA = m[*8-'67A+7.
(5.14)
Substituting (5.13) into (5.14) and simplifying, we obtain the required optimality condition.
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The managerial insights with respect to 6,80, @m, wo can be proven in a similar way. The condition for T increases with
6 however changes somewhat. The new condition is: if r -   , then T4 increases with 6 when T4 < pf , and TA
decreases with 6 when T4 > -2...,/lt'
Implication 2.1: T4 decrease with F and Vff·
Proof: Let 1(TR)- **ACesT -eTA)+FZ, 91(TR) = "'(T# (e'TR- 1) +F + *, and92(TR) = m Th'(c6TR -
1) + F# +  · be defined on the interval [O,T] with F# > F# > 0 and V# > VO > 0. Ifi:(TA)=/(TA),92(TA.)=,(TA.).
Since /(TR) is monotonic non-increasing and 91 (TR), 92(TR) are monotonic non-decreasing in (0, T) and 92 (TR) -91 (TR) i
mpl(,8TA - 1)(V# - v#) + (F# - Ffj) > 0, Therefore, using Lemma 2, TA' < TA.
Implication 2.2: TA increases with increases in FD and V.D.
Proof: Let 9(TR) = m(0)V'(66TR - 1) + Fff +  T, h (TA) = rn(0 V# (®6T - £6TR) + Fi , and h (TR) = m(°rr (CaT -
66TR )+F# bedefined on the interval [O,T] with F# >F# and VQ2 > VQI. If h (TA) = 9(TA), h (TA.) = 9(TA.).
Since 9(TR) is monotonic non-decreasing and h (TR), h(TR) are monotonic non-increasing in (0, T) and /2(TR) -/1 (TR) =
1°)(e,r_ STA)(V'&2 - VIP) + (F# -F#)> 0. Therefore, using Lemma 2, TA* > TA.
Proposition 3: If 6 < bilip-£11, solution to [G2] exists and is unique.At optimal, TA and T; are characterized by:
4   21(/T - e'TA)  = a M(T;)408(Tri-TA)(1 + 2%.m(TA)) + emLrtwoLR' WO
Proof: It can be easily shown that the total cumulative effort is given by:
ECTR, TN) = + -(80 + 8.M(TR)) •Lri°L · M(TN)00*+ 1 + a:f (e'TR . M(T - TR))# '+1 1
2 + 1 /31+1 WO
Similar to Proposition 1,w e can show that if 6< In(04+1) , ECTN,TR) is also convex in TN and TR· Substitute
TN . TR  FCAfC El )) into E(TR, TN). Using first-order condition for optimality,
woLR
a ,M(T;)4m(T*) - a f (e'TA · Af(T- TA))'trm(0)6'TA
+ &1Lrt .m(TA). 0.
WO
After rearrangement and simplication, we obtain the required optimality condition.
Proposition 4. If F < LE:'m and 6 < 1¥, solution to [G2] exists and is unique. At optimal, TA and T; are
uniquely determined by:
FI + m({ M (e&T - eTA) =  Ft, + m(( M (caT; -1) e«TN-TA)  1+2:'m(TA) t L' wi em (&67'I; _ 1)(5.15)woLR' WO
Proof. Proof: It can be shown easily that the total cumulative effort is given by
ECTR, TN) =
(™(° Ff, _ 0(06) vj  (e,TN - 1) + m(SVL (ee,TN - 1)




Li_wiontSimilar to Proposition 2, if F < r wo and 6 < !*, we can show that E(TN, TA) is convex in TN and TR· The
first-order optimality condition with respect to T4 is given by
dE  m(O FL _ m(0)2VL 667'AT .6.  T + m(0 2 V'& 626'1'; . 26 T  62
 m(0 F f (-6/TA )  m( V .2(e&T_ BaTA )(-BeaTA )+ E. L  m(( Om . debTA = 0.
aT-
Substituting z* = (1 + -3%rm(TA)) and simplifying gives the required optimality condition.woLR
Implication 3.1: T4 increases with wl -
6('(M(TR)))
Proof: a) Log-Linear case: Let /(TA) = a;l, [2 21(eaT - e'TA)] 'A' and 9(TA) = aLM(T;)##,e woLit (1 +
_1%=m(TA)) + L-Lrt Since /(TA) is monotonic non-Increasing and 9(T ) is monotonic non-decreasing in [O,T]
wo L R'
and if wi increases, g(T4) decreases and by Lemma 2, TA increases. b) Linear case: Can be proven similarly.
Implication 3.2: T decreases with 80.
« 004.-M(TA) )
Proof: a) Log-linear case: Let JITA) = anM [25;1(e67' -ebTA) 'M and 9(TA) = aLM(Tli)BXce woL:t (1 +
:*brm(TA)) + %-Lr' t. Since /(TA) is monotonic non-increasing and 9(T ) is monotonic non-decreasing in [0, T] andR
if 00 increases, 9(TA) increases and by Lemma 2, T decreases. b) Linear case: Can be proven similarly.
Implication 3.3: Tk -TA decreases with a decrease in aff,Iff ' and V;i.
Proof: Like before, it can be easily proven that T decreases with a decrease in c , F , and V . Since T; - TA =
got'M M(TA) , we have the required implication.
Implication 3.4: T - TA decreases with a decrease in Bff.
' Proof: Like before, it can be easily proven that TA decreases with a decrease in OX<. Since T ) - T '= got  L  TA), we
have the required implication.
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